In defence of landscape
an archaeology of porton
down revealing history
(Read Only)

the 2 750 hectare site at porton down in
southern england was turned into a chemical and
biological research facility during world war i
and the ministry of defense has protected it
from modern agriculture david ride who worked at
the facility for 17 years and led the
archaeology section of the porton down
conservation group explores the archaeology of
the site an absorbing study of how early man
imposed order on the landscape final report of
the 1970 1974 research conducted in the salama
valley baja verapaz and adjacent areas of the
highlands of guatemala the volume presents the
results of the first comprehensive study of
northern highland preclassic occupation and
cultural development in light of the question of
highland lowland interaction and its role in the
growth of maya civilization in this book anne
teather develops a new approach to understanding
the neolithic flint mines of southern britain
this book documents and reveals new information
about the anthrax attacks of 2001 decker
provides first hand perspective detailing the
new science microbial forensics and parts of the
investigation unknown to the public it has long
been recognized that the landscape of britain is
one of the richest historical records we possess
but just how old is it the fields of britannia
is the first book to explore how far the
countryside of Roman Britain has survived in use through to the present day shaping the character of our modern countryside commencing with a discussion of the differing views of what happened to the landscape at the end of Roman Britain the volume then brings together the results from hundreds of archaeological excavations and palaeoenvironmental investigations in order to map patterns of land use across Roman and Early Medieval Britain in compiling such extensive data the volume is able to reconstruct regional variations in Romano British and Early Medieval land use using pollen animal bones and charred cereal grains to demonstrate that agricultural regimes varied considerably and were heavily influenced by underlying geology we are shown that in the fifth and sixth centuries there was a shift away from intensive farming but very few areas of the landscape were abandoned completely what is revealed is a surprising degree of continuity the Roman empire may have collapsed but British farmers carried on regardless and the result is that now across large parts of Britain many of these Roman field systems are still in use using primary sources and personal experience this book traces the origins of microbiology at the government establishments at Porton Down begun in secrecy during World War II early work concentrated on a response to the threat of biological warfare from Germany it traces Porton's pioneering work on deadly diseases such as anthrax through to the centre's modern role in healthcare it provides an invaluable source of information for scientists and historians alike particularly for those interested in political and military history this volume represents the third edition of a work cycle that started in 2006 for my PhD thesis the thesis was presented in 2010 first edition Gattiglia 2010 partially
published as a summary monograph in 2011 second edition gattiglia 2011 or in articles gattiglia 2012 gattiglia 2012a gattiglia 2011a and now third edition takes the form of a more comprehensive publication in the light of new data over the past two years the work study on pisa not only relating to the middle ages continued within the mappa metodologie applicate alla predittività del potenziale metodologie applied to archaeological potential predictivity project allowing a widespread collection of data thanks to which it was possible to explain more fully the hydro geological geomorphological and topographic context and to check and in many cases change part of the assumptions made 17 money matters indigenous and foreign coins in the malabar coast second century bce second century ce bibliography list of contributors index includes proceedings of the annual general meetings of the wiltshire archaeological and natural history society cups are the least studied of all bronze age funerary ceramics and their interpretations are still based on antiquarian speculation this book presents the first study of these often highly decorated items including a fully referenced and illustrated national corpus that will form the basis for future studies a modern comprehensive compilation of more than 7000 entries covering themes concepts and discoveries in archaeology written in nontechnical language and tailored to meet the needs of professionals students and general readers the main subject areas include artifacts branches of archaeology chronology culture features flora and fauna geography geology language people related fields sites structures techniques and methods terms and theories and tools this volume explores the development of the maya writing system in middle late formative and early classic period 700 bc
AD 450 MESOAMERICA Our knowledge about Stonehenge has changed dramatically as a result of the Stonehenge Riverside project 2003–2009 led by Mike Parker Pearson and included not only Stonehenge itself but also the nearby great henge enclosure of Durrington Walls. This book is about the people who built Stonehenge and its relationship to the surrounding landscape. The book explores the theory that the people of Durrington Walls built both Stonehenge and Durrington Walls and that the choice of stone for constructing Stonehenge has a significance so far undiscovered. Namely, that stone was used for monuments to the dead through years of thorough and extensive work at the site. Parker Pearson and his team unearthed evidence of the Neolithic inhabitants and builders which connected the settlement at Durrington Walls with the henge and contextualised Stonehenge within the larger site complex linked by the River Avon as well as in terms of its relationship with the rest of the British Isles. Parker Pearson’s book changes the way that we think about Stonehenge, correcting previously erroneous chronology and dating, filling in gaps in our knowledge about its people and how they lived, identifying a previously unknown type of Neolithic building, discovering Bluestonehenge—a circle of 25 blue stones from Western Wales—and confirming what started as a hypothesis that Stonehenge was a place of the dead through more than 64 cremation burials unearthed there which span the monument’s use during the third millennium BC. In lively and engaging prose, Parker Pearson brings to life the imposing ancient monument that continues to hold a fascination for everyone. Stonehenge stands as an enduring link to our prehistoric ancestors yet the secrets it has guarded for thousands of years have long eluded us until now. The millions
of enthusiasts who flock to the iconic site have made do with mere speculation about Stonehenge’s celestial significance, human sacrifice, and even aliens and druids. One would think that the numerous research expeditions at Stonehenge had left no stone unturned, yet before the Stonehenge Riverside project—a hugely ambitious seven-year dig by today’s top archaeologists—all previous digs combined had only investigated a fraction of the monument and many records from those earlier expeditions are either inaccurate or incomplete. Stonehenge’s new understanding rewrites the story from 2003 to 2009. Author Mike Parker Pearson led the Stonehenge Riverside project—the most comprehensive excavation ever conducted around Stonehenge. The project unearthed a wealth of fresh evidence that had gone untouched since prehistory. Parker Pearson uses that evidence to present a paradigm-shifting theory of the true significance that Stonehenge held for its builders and mines his field notes to give you a “you are there” view of the dirt drama and thrilling discoveries of this history-changing archaeological dig on 20 May 1961.

Foucault defended his two doctoral theses on 2 December 1970. He gave his inaugural lecture at the Collège de France between these dates. He published four books, travelled widely, and wrote extensively on literature, the visual arts, linguistics, and philosophy. He taught both psychology and philosophy, beginning his explorations of the question of sexuality, weaving together analyses of published and unpublished material this is a comprehensive study of this crucial period as well as Foucault’s major texts. It discusses his travels to Brazil, Japan, and the USA, his time in Tunisia, and his editorial work for Critique and the Complete Works of Nietzsche and Bataille. It was in this period that Foucault developed the historical
philosophical approach he called archaeology the elaboration of the archive which he understood as the rules that make possible specific claims in its detailed study of Foucault’s archive the book is itself an archaeology of Foucault’s archive in another sense both excavation and reconstruction this book completes a four volume series of major intellectual histories of Foucault Foucault’s last decade was published by Polity in 2016 Foucault the birth of power followed in 2017 and the early Foucault in 2021 American archaeology today encompasses a huge range of approaches and draws eclectically on a multitude of academic disciplines until now however there has been no book seeking to separate the main strands and traditions of research and present a rounded picture of American archaeological thought in all its diversity the seventeen essays in archaeological thought in America describe recent theoretical advances and present substantive interpretations of prehistoric data drawn from a variety of cultures and time frames including Mesoamerica Central Asia India and China the contributors include many of the leading North American archaeologists of this generation for just over 75 years the establishments at Porton Down have been engaged in providing protective measures for British service personnel and often British civilians against chemical and more recently biological warfare its activities have up until now been little known often misunderstood and often maligned this book presents the history of Porton Down with as much detail as possible it examines the origins of the establishment in World War II and the changing role and nature of activity there in the 1920s 1930s and World War II and afterwards this volume introduces the sources of Judaism in late antiquity to scholars in adjacent fields such as the study of the old
and new testaments ancient history the ancient near east and the history of religion in two volumes leading american israeli and european specialists in the history literature theology and archaeology of judaism offer factual answers to the two questions that the study of any religion in ancient times must raise the first is what are the sources written and in material culture that inform us about that religion the second is how have we to understand those sources in reconstructing the history of various judaic systems in antiquity the chapters set forth in simple statements intelligible to non specialists the facts which the sources provide because of the nature of the subject and acute interest in it the specialists also raise some questions particular to the study of judaism dealing with its historical relationship with nascent christianity in new testament times the work forms the starting point for the study of all the principal questions concerning judaism in late antiquity and sets forth the most current critical results of scholarship conflict landscapes explores the long under acknowledged and under investigated aspects of where and how modern conflict landscapes interact and conjoin with pre twentieth century places activities and beliefs as well as with individuals and groups investigating and understanding the often unpredictable power and legacies of landscapes that have seen and often still viscerally embody the consequences of mass death and destruction the book shows through these landscapes the power of destruction to preserve refocus and often reconfigure the past responding to the complexity of modern conflict the book offers a coherent integrated and sensitized hybrid approach which calls on different disciplines where they overlap in a shared common terrain dealing with issues such as memory identity
emotion and wellbeing the chapters tease out the human experience of modern conflict and its relationship to landscape conflict landscapes will appeal to a wide range of disciplines involved in studying conflict such as archaeology anthropology material culture studies art history cultural history cultural geography military history and heritage and museum studies the field data and archaeological analysis of the first controlled excavations of the vast city of the gods in central mexico in 1932 the ethnographical museum of sweden sent an archaeological expedition to mexico under the direction of sigvald linné to determine the full extent of this ancient teotihuacan occupation and to collect exhibit quality artifacts of an estimated 2 000 plus residential compounds at teotihuacan only 20 apartment like structures were excavated at the time yet linné s work revealed residential patterns that have been confirmed later in other locations some of the curated objects from the valley of mexico and the adjacent state of puebla are among the most rare and unique artifacts yet found another important aspect of this research was that with the aid of the museum of natural history in washington linné s team conducted ethnographic interviews with remnant native mexican peoples whose culture had not been entirely destroyed by the conquest thereby collecting and preserving valuable information for later research explores the social significance of representation of the human body in preclassic mesoamerica this volume considers the significance of stone monuments in preclassic mesoamerica by placing sculptures in their cultural historical social political religious and cognitive contexts the seventeen contributors utilize archaeological and art historical methods to understand the origins growth and spread of civilization in middle
america truth legend and the stories you thought you knew tradition suggests mary magdalene was a prostitute and jesus was born in a barn but what does the bible really say armed with her theology degree archaeological experience and sharp wit amanda hope haley clears up misconceptions of bible stories and encourages you to dig into scripture as it is written rather than accept versions altered by centuries of human interpretations providing context with native languages historical facts literary genres and relevant anecdotes haley demonstrates how scripture when read in its original context is more than a collection of fairy tales or a massive rule book it's god's revelation of himself to us she teaches you to understand how the books of the bible were written transmitted and translated recognize the differences between genuine scripture and popular doctrines boldly seek god in his own words ask questions of tradition and find answers in the texts grow in your understanding of god and appreciation of the bible's intimate and complex revelation of his nature it's time to abandon the gods of tradition and meet god in his word list of members in each volume this introductory text surveys the techniques methods and theoretical frameworks of contemporary archaeology coverage of method and theory resides in the context of an ideal research plan to explain what archaeologists do how they conduct research and how they use the results to construct our past integration of traditional and recent innovative approaches to archaeology provides a balanced scientific and humanistic perspective provides access to current articles about archaeology selected from magazines newspapers and journals the book consists of a number of articles specifically selected to present an overview of the field of archaeology as it is practiced
today each article was chosen to make the old bones shards of pottery and stone tools pop into the living cultural context in which they once existed the book may serve as a supplement to a standard textbook used in introductory archaeology classes or it might be used with other books to replace the standard textbook altogether this anthology would be useful in general courses in anthropology and to an interested lay public to the reader packed with examples of the photography it describes this accessible book celebrates the role which flight and aerial photography have played in the development of archaeology and the identification and analysis of key sites in britain beginning with balloonist adventurers and pioneers of flight it explores the parallel development of military reconnaissance techniques and their usefulness to archaeologists concentrating especially on the era between the two world wars when aerial archaeology really came of age

**In Defence of Landscape**

2006

the 2 750 hectare site at porton down in southern england was turned into a chemical and biological research facility during world war i and the ministry of defense has protected it from modern agriculture david ride who worked at the facility for 17 years and led the archaeology section of the porton down conservation group explores the archaeology of the site
The Ancient Symbolic Landscape of Wessex

2010-10-15

an absorbing study of how early man imposed order on the landscape

Archaeological Investigations of the Northern Maya Highlands, Guatemala

1987-01-29

final report of the 1970 1974 research conducted in the salama valley baja verapaz and adjacent areas of the highlands of guatemala the volume presents the results of the first comprehensive study of northern highland preclassic occupation and cultural development in light of the question of highland lowland interaction and its role in the growth of maya civilization

The Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Magazine

2006

in this book anne teather develops a new approach to understanding the neolithic flint mines of southern britain
this book documents and reveals new information about the anthrax attacks of 2001. Decker provides first-hand perspective detailing the new science microbial forensics and parts of the investigation unknown to the public.

it has long been recognized that the landscape of Britain is one of the richest historical records we possess but just how old is it? The fields of Britannia is the first book to explore how far the countryside of Roman Britain has survived in use through to the present day shaping the character of our modern countryside. Commencing with a discussion of the differing views of what happened to the landscape at the end of Roman Britain the volume then brings together the results from hundreds of archaeological excavations and palaeoenvironmental investigations in order to map patterns of land use across Roman and early medieval Britain. In compiling such extensive data the volume is able to reconstruct regional variations in Romano British and early medieval land use using pollen, animal bones and charred cereal grains to demonstrate that agricultural regimes varied considerably and were heavily influenced by underlying geology. We are shown that in the fifth and sixth centuries there was
a shift away from intensive farming but very few areas of the landscape were abandoned completely what is revealed is a surprising degree of continuity the roman empire may have collapsed but british farmers carried on regardless and the result is that now across large parts of britain many of these roman field systems are still in use

The Fields of Britannia

2015

using primary sources and personal experience this book traces the origins of microbiology at the government establishments at porton down begun in secrecy during world war ii early work concentrated on a response to the threat of biological warfare from germany it traces porton's pioneering work on deadly diseases such as anthrax through to the centre's modern role in healthcare it provides an invaluable source of information for scientists and historians alike particularly for those interested in political and military history

From Biological Warfare to Healthcare

2016-04-15

this volume represents the third edition of a work cycle that started in 2006 for my phd thesis the thesis was presented in 2010 first
edition gattiglia 2010 partially published as a summary monograph in 2011 second edition gattiglia 2011 or in articles gattiglia 2012 gattiglia 2012a gattiglia 2011a and now third edition takes the form of a more comprehensive publication in the light of new data over the past two years the work study on pisa not only relating to the middle ages continued within the mappa metodologie applicate alla predittività del potenziale methodologies applied to archaeological potential predictivity project allowing a widespread collection of data thanks to which it was possible to explain more fully the hydro geological geomorphological and topographic context and to check and in many cases change part of the assumptions made

Archeology

2002

17 money matters indigenous and foreign coins in the malabar coast second century bce second century ce bibliography list of contributors index

Mappa. Pisa in the Middle Ages

2014-07-01

includes proceedings of the annual general meetings of the wiltshire archaeological and natural history society
cups are the least studied of all bronze age funerary ceramics and their interpretations are still based on antiquarian speculation this book presents the first study of these often highly decorated items including a fully referenced and illustrated national corpus that will form the basis for future studies

British Archaeological Bibliography

1992

a modern comprehensive compilation of more than 7000 entries covering themes concepts and discoveries in archaeology written in nontechnical language and tailored to meet the needs of professionals students and general readers the main subject areas include artifacts branches of archaeology chronology culture features flora and fauna geography geology language people related fields sites structures techniques and methods terms and theories and tools

The Wiltshire Archaeological and Natural History Magazine
1974

This volume explores the development of the Maya writing system in middle late formative and early classic period 700 BC AD 450 Mesoamerica.

Funerary and Related Cups of the British Bronze Age

2022-06-30

Our knowledge about Stonehenge has changed dramatically as a result of the Stonehenge Riverside Project 2003 2009 led by Mike Parker Pearson and included not only Stonehenge itself but also the nearby great henge enclosure of Durrington Walls. This book is about the people who built Stonehenge and its relationship to the surrounding landscape. The book explores the theory that the people of Durrington Walls built both Stonehenge and Durrington Walls and that the choice of stone for constructing Stonehenge has a significance so far undiscovered namely that stone was used for monuments to the dead through years of thorough and extensive work at the site. Parker Pearson and his team unearthed evidence of the Neolithic inhabitants and builders which connected the settlement at Durrington Walls with the henge and contextualised Stonehenge within the larger site complex linked by the River Avon as well as in terms of its relationship with the rest of the British Isles. Parker Pearson's book changes the way that we think about Stonehenge correcting previously erroneous chronology and dating filling in gaps in our knowledge about its people and how they lived identifying a
previously unknown type of neolithic building
discovering bluestonehenge a circle of 25 blue
stones from western wales and confirming what
started as a hypothesis that stonehenge was a
place of the dead through more than 64 cremation
burials unearthed there which span the monument
s use during the third millennium bc in lively
and engaging prose parker pearson brings to life
the imposing ancient monument that continues to
hold a fascination for everyone

**Encyclopedic Dictionary of
Archaeology**

2013-06-29

stonehenge stands as an enduring link to our
prehistoric ancestors yet the secrets it has
guarded for thousands of years have long eluded
us until now the millions of enthusiasts who
flock to the iconic site have made do with mere
speculation about stonehenge s celestial
significance human sacrifice and even aliens and
druids one would think that the numerous
research expeditions at stonehenge had left no
stone unturned yet before the stonehenge
riverside project a hugely ambitious seven year
dig by today s top archaeologists all previous
digs combined had only investigated a fraction
of the monument and many records from those
earlier expeditions are either inaccurate or
incomplete stonehenge a new understanding
rewrites the story from 2003 to 2009 author mike
parker pearson led the stonehenge riverside
project the most comprehensive excavation ever
conducted around stonehenge the project
unearthed a wealth of fresh evidence that had
gone untouched since prehistory parker pearson uses that evidence to present a paradigm shifting theory of the true significance that stonehenge held for its builders and mines his field notes to give you a you are there view of the dirt drama and thrilling discoveries of this history changing archaeological dig

**British and Irish Archaeology**

1994

on 20 may 1961 foucault defended his two doctoral theses on 2 december 1970 he gave his inaugural lecture at the collège de france between these dates he published four books travelled widely and wrote extensively on literature the visual arts linguistics and philosophy he taught both psychology and philosophy beginning his explorations of the question of sexuality weaving together analyses of published and unpublished material this is a comprehensive study of this crucial period as well as foucault s major texts it discusses his travels to brazil japan and the usa his time in tunisia and his editorial work for critique and the complete works of nietzsche and bataille it was in this period that foucault developed the historical philosophical approach he called archaeology the elaboration of the archive which he understood as the rules that make possible specific claims in its detailed study of foucault s archive the book is itself an archaeology of foucault in another sense both excavation and reconstruction this book completes a four volume series of major intellectual histories of foucault foucault s
American archaeology today encompasses a huge range of approaches and draws eclectically on a multitude of academic disciplines until now however there has been no book seeking to separate the main strands and traditions of research and present a rounded picture of American archaeological thought in all its diversity. The seventeen essays in archaeological thought in America describe recent theoretical advances and present substantive interpretations of prehistoric data drawn from a variety of cultures and time frames including Mesoamerica, Central Asia, India, and China. The contributors include many of the leading North American archaeologists of this generation.

For just over 75 years the establishments at Porton Down have been engaged in providing protective measures for British service personnel and often British civilians against chemical and more recently biological warfare. Its activities have up until now been little

Archaeological Paleography

2016-01-22

Annual Report and Accounts

2006
known often misunderstood and often maligned this book presents the history of porton down with as much detail as possible it examines the origins of the establishment in world war ii and the changing role and nature of activity there in the 1920s 1930s and world war ii and afterwards

Current Archaeology

2008

this volume introduces the sources of judaism in late antiquity to scholars in adjacent fields such as the study of the old and new testaments ancient history the ancient near east and the history of religion in two volumes leading american israeli and european specialists in the history literature theology and archaeology of judaism offer factual answers to the two questions that the study of any religion in ancient times must raise the first is what are the sources written and in material culture that inform us about that religion the second is how have we to understand those sources in reconstructing the history of various judaic systems in antiquity the chapters set forth in simple statements intelligible to non specialists the facts which the sources provide because of the nature of the subject and acute interest in it the specialists also raise some questions particular to the study of judaism dealing with its historical relationship with nascent christianity in new testament times the work forms the starting point for the study of all the principal questions concerning judaism in late antiquity and sets forth the most
conflict landscapes explores the long under acknowledged and under investigated aspects of where and how modern conflict landscapes interact and conjoin with pre twentieth century places activities and beliefs as well as with individuals and groups investigating and understanding the often unpredictable power and legacies of landscapes that have seen and often still viscerally embody the consequences of mass death and destruction the book shows through these landscapes the power of destruction to preserve refocus and often reconfigure the past responding to the complexity of modern conflict the book offers a coherent integrated and sensitized hybrid approach which calls on different disciplines where they overlap in a shared common terrain dealing with issues such as memory identity emotion and wellbeing the chapters tease out the human experience of modern conflict and its relationship to landscape conflict landscapes will appeal to a wide range of disciplines involved in studying conflict such as archaeology anthropology material culture studies art history cultural history cultural geography military history and heritage and museum studies
the field data and archaeological analysis of the first controlled excavations of the vast city of the gods in central Mexico in 1932 the ethno graphical museum of Sweden sent an archaeological expedition to Mexico under the direction of Sigvald Linné to determine the full extent of this ancient Teotihuacan occupation and to collect exhibit quality artifacts of an estimated 2,000 plus residential compounds at Teotihuacan only 20 apartment-like structures were excavated at the time yet Linné’s work revealed residential patterns that have been confirmed later in other locations. Some of the curated objects from the valley of Mexico and the adjacent state of Puebla are among the most rare and unique artifacts yet found. Another important aspect of this research was that with the aid of the Museum of Natural History in Washington Linné’s team conducted ethnographic interviews with remnant native Mexican peoples whose culture had not been entirely destroyed by the conquest thereby collecting and preserving valuable information for later research.

explores the social significance of representation of the human body in preclassic Mesoamerica.
The Archaeology of Foucault

2022-12-01

This volume considers the significance of stone monuments in preclassic Mesoamerica by placing sculptures in their cultural, historical, social, political, religious, and cognitive contexts. The seventeen contributors utilize archaeological and art historical methods to understand the origins, growth, and spread of civilization in Middle America.

Archaeological Thought in America

1989

Truth, legend, and the stories you thought you knew—tradition suggests Mary Magdalene was a prostitute and Jesus was born in a barn—but what does the Bible really say? Armed with her theology degree, archaeological experience, and sharp wit, Amanda Hope Haley clears up misconceptions of Bible stories and encourages you to dig into scripture as it is written rather than accept versions altered by centuries of human interpretations. Providing context with native languages, historical facts, literary genres, and relevant anecdotes, Haley demonstrates how scripture, when read in its original context, is more than a collection of fairy tales or a massive rule book. It’s God’s revelation of Himself to us. She teaches you to understand how the books of the Bible were written, transmitted, and translated, recognizing the differences between...
genuine scripture and popular doctrines boldly seek god in his own words ask questions of tradition and find answers in the texts grow in your understanding of god and appreciation of the bible s intimate and complex revelation of his nature it s time to abandon the gods of tradition and meet god in his word

Landscape History

2006

list of members in each volume

Porton Down

1992

this introductory text surveys the techniques methods and theoretical frameworks of contemporary archaeology coverage of method and theory resides in the context of an ideal research plan to explain what archaeologists do how they conduct research and how they use the results to construct our past integration of traditional and recent innovative approaches to archaeology provides a balanced scientific and humanistic perspective

Judaism in Late Antiquity 1. The Literary and Archaeological
Sources

2015-11-02
provides access to current articles about archaeology selected from magazines newspapers and journals

Conflict Landscapes

2021-06-24
the book consists of a number of articles specifically selected to present an overview of the field of archaeology as it is practiced today each article was chosen to make the old bones shards of pottery and stone tools pop into the living cultural context in which they once existed the book may serve as a supplement to a standard textbook used in introductory archaeology classes or it might be used with other books to replace the standard textbook altogether this anthology would be useful in general courses in anthropology and to an interested lay public to the reader

Encyclopedia of Archaeology

2001-06-28
packed with examples of the photography it describes this accessible book celebrates the role which flight and aerial photography have played in the development of archaeology and the
identification and analysis of key sites in Britain beginning with balloonist adventurers and pioneers of flight it explores the parallel development of military reconnaissance techniques and their usefulness to archaeologists concentrating especially on the era between the two world wars when aerial archaeology really came of age

**Archaeological Researches at Teotihuacan, Mexico**

2003-03-26

**Human Figuration and Fragmentation in Preclassic Mesoamerica**

2020-02-27

**The Place of Stone Monuments**

2010
Mary Magdalene Never Wore Blue Eye Shadow

Proceedings – Dorset Natural History and Archaeological Society

Archaeology
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The Archaeology of Santa Leticia and the Rise of Maya
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